M
achine learning is expected to help humans evolve even in the field of plastic surgery. 1 However, plastic surgeons must be aware that the artificial intelligence (AI) could create a biased view on patients, instead of promoting objectivity.
One comprehensive example is the AI for measurement of facial attractiveness based on semisupervised machine learning. 1, 2 At the beginning of the procedure, researchers give scores of attractiveness to portraits of famous actors and actresses as a group of the most beautiful faces. Subsequently, AI memorizes the combinations of the score and photograph as a sample dataset. In addition, the AI memorizes the least attractive portraits prepared by computer simulation. Based on this learning of the most and least attractive face, the AI predicts the attractiveness of the other faces.
The researchers insist that this AI can predict the attractiveness of a "moderate" face, for which people would give variable scores based on their preferences, and that it allows us to evaluate beauty objectively. 2, 3 However, whether such measurement collating AI is ethically sound is questionable. One of the ethical reservations is the possible failure in shared decision-making. 4 In fact, AI could propose a biased view, attributed to the bias in the values and the dataset on which AI is based. First, it is impossible to be perfectly free from biases when individuals score attractiveness, as a common and objective scale of attractiveness is not available. Second, existing databases employed in the researches on attractiveness have biased ethnicity and gender ratio, 3 which could lead to a biased prediction. Therefore, if our clinical practice relied on the AI, it would force the biased perspective of an individual (neither the surgeon nor the patients) onto patients. It could disturb the shared decision-making, which is the process for respecting the autonomy of the patients. 4 The other concern is that AI use in esthetic evaluations might destroy the cultural diversity in the cognition of beauty. Even before the AI era, there were concerns of plastic and esthetic surgery causing biased cultural values. The techniques in plastic and esthetic surgery, which have been mainly developed in Western countries, are considered to conflict with the cultural value on beauty in other countries. 5 This tendency for plastic surgery might be amplified by the AI, because of the dataset developed in the Western or wealthy Asian countries. This biased ethnicity of participants could cause biased suggestions toward preferences of these cultures. Consequently, this might result in destruction or marginalization of values of beauty in the other cultures.
In conclusion, plastic surgeons must consider the ethical issues in the clinical use of AI, to achieve the well-being of the patients. We must explore the communication and shared decision-making between the surgeons and patients when we employ new technology. As views on ethical and social issues are specific to each country, each society of plastic surgeons should deliberate what the emerging technology brings, elucidating the ethical responsibility of plastic surgeons and diversity in the values on beauty.
